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Fez+Fedora
Fez  provides a front end for Fedora that
• enables the typical IR workflows
• allows easy modeling of scholarly content
• grants and controls access to digital assets
Tools &
Systems
Aim: To make it easier to use Fedora as 
part of an institutional repository service
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Fez+Fedora
On top of the Fedora framework, Fez offers
• Dynamic and easily configurable workflows 
and content models
• MODS and METS…
• Role-based authorisation
• Shibboleth authentication
• Powerful search index
• Preservation services (PREMIS, AONS)
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Fez Contributors
•University of Queensland (Australia)
•Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries ADR (USA)
•Ministry of Education and Research (Norway)
•Emory University (USA)
•Universidad Nacional de Educación, (Spain)
•NSDL Materials Digital Library (USA)
•Catalyst IT Ltd (NZ)
•FVT Servicios Telemáticos S.A. (Chile)
http://sourceforge.net/projects/fez
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Field Helper
FieldHelper is a simple desktop tool for:
 organising fieldwork files
 enriching them with metadata
 creating ingest packages for repositories
Aim: To make it easy for fieldwork 
researchers to provide the repository with 
richly marked-up data
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Digital images taken in 
field – could be movies, 
sound recordings, etc..
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Project folder scanned 
for all files – results laid 
out on a time line
Tabs represent elements 
in target schema/s –
Dublin Core illustrated
Can be inherited by 
default from root project 
or user defined with right 
click on tab area
Values defined by user 
with a right click on 
target area
New values can be 
added at any time
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User drags and drops 
files onto “target” areas 
to add value to file 
metadata
User scrolls timeline to 
expose other files for 
tagging
Files can be dragged 
from other desktop 
applications
Different targets can be 
selected and filters can 
be defined and applied 
to enable easier tagging
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User select output menu 
option
These can be mapped to 
XSL transforms by way 
of “stylesheets.xml”
config file for advanced 
users
User has chosen a batch 
transform that creates 
METS wrappers for 
each object for Fedora 
ingest
Full object description 
plus recently added tags 
described in METS 
document for each file
METS file created for 
each object
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 Repository ingest tools take over from this 
point
 Newly created PIDs for repository objects 
returned to Field Helper and appended to 
local object metadata
 Very fast and accurate metadata 
enrichment and ingest for untrained users
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Current developments
 Intelligent format identification (metadata, 
thumbnails etc)
 Geospatial target pane in the form of 
maps/satellite images
 Improvements to interface and backend
 Current development round completed by 
early May (new fieldwork season)
Tools &
Systems
Developed by the Architecture Computing Lab (ACL) Sydney 
University.  Collaboration welcome.
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Systems
Project: http://www.apsr.edu.au/fidas/index.htm
Software: http://acl.arts.usyd.edu.au/fieldhelper/
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Automated Obsolescence 
Notification System (AONS)
Infrastructure
& Services
Aim: To make collection managers aware 
of files in their collections that require 
preservation action
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AONS
AONS is a loosely-coupled group of services to 
identify, notify, and evaluate the risk of file format 
obsolescence in large repositories that are
• Long-lived
• Heterogeneous
• Where creators are not responsible for stewardship
• Without options for preservation on ingest
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Infrastructure
& Services
Project: www.apsr.edu.au/aons
Related Projects:
•Global Digital Format Registry
•PRONOM
•DROID
•DCC’s RIR
•CRIB
•PRESERV
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Repository Interoperability 
Framework
Aims:
 To integrate the business of the repository 
with the business of scholarship
 To enable meaningful cross repository 
workflows
Interoperability
Framework
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Kabulwarnamyo
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Ecozones workshop
Ecozones Workshop, Kabulwarnamyo, Foreground l. to r. Jeremy Russell-
Smith, Murray Garde and Bardayal Nadjamerrek
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Ecozones workshop
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Ray and Mart
Kabulwarnamyo, l. to r. Maath Marralngurra and Ray Nadjamerrek
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Producer Consumer
Management
Repository
According to the OAIS Reference Model
SIP DIP
AIP
e.g. Submission: OJS→XML&Files→METS SIP→Repository
Submission Service Dissemination Service
Dissemination: Repository→XSLT ( anakin) e-J urnal 
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Repository Interoperability 
Framework
Interoperability
Framework
1. Scholarly workflows and genres 
2. A community supported interchange 
profile
3. Repository submission service
4. Repository dissemination service
5. Repository API
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Musing on the Partnership
An eclectic partnership funded to do outreach 
and development has resulted in:
• Cross-platform development 
• Network level services
• Partnerships between library and e-science
• Highly collaborative activities
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